2010
Underestimating our own potentials is surely not correct.
But overestimating the potentials is surely a crime.
Once Bitten Twice Shy.
Twice Bitten Never Try!
Think Parity:
When Pakistan sponsored terrorists murder innocent Kashmiris, we blame all the
Muslims across the world. But why do we fail to do the same when we read
about the lakhs of Indians troubled by the INDIAN Naxals who have named
themselves on names from the communist folklore.
We are more troubled from within compared to what we are from without.
Let's forgive Babar and his clan for erecting that mosque.
Let's also forgive Team Saffron for breaking the mosque.
Instead lets construct an university, a hospital, a school, a mall, a cinema hall
sans any religious overtones.
And let's call it the KABIR City.
Happy Teacher's Day !
Thanks to all teachers who have been guiding me right from Pre-Nursery to PG!
But I'd also like to thank people from whom I've learnt different views & aspects
of life. People who can be ur best friend or 1 whom u meet randomly at the
railway station. They teach in one way or the other. We always forget these
individuals who've helped us.
Thanks to all these unsung Heroes.
Some faces, Some voices are such that whenever U even think about them,
U will be recharged and re-energized.
Luck is an important ingredient in the recipe called Success!
Mine is *u**ed !!!

2011
3 things I learned from my teachers
The best gift for a teacher is when his student exceeds him. Prof. R. K. Pathak.
The biggest fault in our teaching system is that we don't value our students.
Prof. C. K. Desai.
Teaching helps you to stay young bcoz you are surrounded by youth all your life.
Prof. A. A. Sakle.
I'm trying to achieve the first, avoid the second & enjoy the third.
A friend in need is a friend indeed.
But a friend who calls only when he is in need is certainly not a friend indeed.
चेहरा लहज़ा बता देता है |
और लहज़ा आपकी औकात !
In a recent wedding (I was surprisingly invited), I munched on the अक्षतः thinking
it to be some eatable! My host asked me how long had I been away from the
society. I couldn't answer. It seems I live in a parallel universe to what we call the
society. God help me !!!
It's said that Xth board exams are the first stepping stones to success. Parents and
teachers love to preach about decreasing morals of the kids!
Then my question is why they indulge their kids in copying during the boards at
the very first steps and morally degrade them and make them cheaters and
eventually losers for life !
Happy Women's Day to the feminine part of the world.
And yeh mai dil se keh raha hoon kyunki inse mujhe bahut dar lagta hai !!!!!!!!
Loneliness is a disease and I'm suffering from it !
To make matters worse, I'm not my best friend either !
Why are we afraid of everyone?
This unwanted, intolerable, inherent fear is the main reason why that poor girl
was stabbed and killed by four miscreants in front of KDK college, Nagpur while
all the onlookers and passerbys gazed with unfathomable silence and inability to
respond!

One thing I'm sure that my calling is correct. I love to teach.
Or is it the "बकर " from which the बेचारे students can't escape.
Baba Ramdev ki "Anshan Leela" se kahin Sarkar ki "Ihleela" khatam na ho
jaaye!
Feluda said, "Bhaba Practice karo"
i.e. Practice "Thinking".
In this era of outsourcing, we have even outsourced our thinking. To become
normal again, we have to practice a basic thing like Thinking again.
A man is not respected because of letters or bunch of letters preceding or
succeeding one's name. He is respected because of his nature and work!
Respect is earned and achieved. It cannot be begged or asked for!
Interference results in periodic constructive and destructive patterns in optics.
But in real life it seldom results in constructive patterns.
There are two ways to make a line shorter:
Easy way is to erase a part of it.
But the difficult one is to make a line longer than it.
Choose ur alternative.
Any speech is accepted by 60% of the audience. 30% cannot comprehend or
relate to the topic. And the rest 10% think the speaker to be stupid as they are
already abreast of the topic.
But the joke is that almost all of us have been in all the 4 positions one time or
the other.
I never knew that it's so fun to be silent! Nowadays I try not to comment on each
and every issue. And it's funny to listen to what I generally would say in a
discussion! But I'm miles away from being a complete mute spectator. That will
need practice!
Back from a land where 8:53 means 8:53 to a land where 8:53 is any time
between 8:55 to 9:25!
िवनय उसे ही शोभा देती है िजसके पास अहंकार योग्य Talent हो!

2012
Completed 1 month at Institute of Science. The only thing i can say about what it
feels is that it feels really funny!!!!!!
Most of us are too busy doing productive work. We don't have time for others.
The only answer from many of my friends is that he or she is busy.
I can only say that if you are busy after work hours means that either you are
incapable or are not working hard!
Two things everyone can learn from Dhoni:
1> Keep your cool.
2> Believe in yourself.
And success will be yours!
Test Cricket without Rahul Dravid will be unimaginable!!!!!!
If Sachin stands for greatness, Rahul is the symbol of perfection.
I feel only if he would have been born in a non-Sachin, non-Lara era; few could
have come closer to him!
Sachin's 53% centuries have resulted in wins whereas its 71% for Ponting.
Hence critics are saying that Sachin is not a match winner.
They should find how many wickets were taken by Indian bowlers in these 100
matches & how many were taken by Australians!
कड़वे मुँह मेँ मीठा भी कड़वा लगता है!
A real loser is somebody who is so afraid of not winning that they don't even try.
Critics say that Sehwag is devoid of a cricketing brain.
But he seems to be the only one who understands the concepts of Net Run Rate
& Avoiding late over finishes!
All of us need a lot of cardio exercises.
Others do their exercises themselves.
Busy Mumbaikars created Mumbai Indians!

There are people who make difficult things easier. They r the winners.
And then there are people who strive to make the easiest things the most difficult.
They r the losers!
Apathy is that, losers always outnumber the winners!
The rupee travels a lot longer in rural Bengal. The trouble is it is slower as well.
And for some unknown reason, roads are narrow and encroachments wider.
The perennial underdogs of IPL have GAUTI(n)to the finals. AMAZING!
Chak De (SR)KKR!
First time I enjoyed giving NET as there was no pressure of clearing it!
What a Bosonic moment for Physics!
Higgs or not will take some time. My fingers are crossed for it being Higgs.
But it has at least answered the half-cooked specialists of the media that a Black
Hole cannot be created in the LHC! Fools!
On Pranabda becoming the First citizen of India, the Bengali in me is certainly
very happy.
As no other Bengali seems to be in the radar who can ascend to the highest post
in the coming few decades, it makes me even more proud!
My childhood hero, Neil Armstrong is no more.
Obama has said that he was an American Hero who inspired a whole generation
of Americans to excel.
I'd say he was an hero to a whole generation including me who were inspired by
him to achieve the unachievable.
The Human system requires constant updation or else it falls prey to a host of
viruses.
One day of Bachelorhood.
Kal se zindagi ki nayi innings shuru!
Thrilled, excited, petrified, scared. All at the same time.

SP-Hybridization will start in another 3 hours.
We both wish for ur blessings and love!
Women are being harassed. Politicians are fighting.
Corruption is alarmingly increasing.
Moral values are decreasing.
Communal Hatred is increasing.
Harmony seems to be a word only in the dictionary.
Security is deploring.
Is this what will actually bring the world to an end on doomsday tomorrow.
It's 1 am in Mexico (Mayan World). And they are safe.
So doomsday postponed.
Sachin Ramesh Tendulkar retires.
The cricket field won't be same hence after.
I personally want him to retire by hitting the 50th century to Pakistan and end the
era where he began.
But then we mortals can't understand GOD.
Had a superb year.
Hoping for a even better year for not only us but the entire civilization.
let the doomsday fall on all the culprits howsoever insignificant they be!

2013
Was at Yogesh-Chetana's reception yesterday.
It may sound mean but naye bakre ko katte dekh dil ko paishachik sukun mila.
Let the tribe increase!
Most of us are Excellent followers and Worst leaders!
Until and unless we improve on the second front, a developed nation is way
beyond our reach.
Happy Republic Day.
Marriage has suited me. All my pants are becoming tight.
Need to go back to my morning jog.
Tragedy of Human Nature:
Nobody wants to commit mistakes and hurt others.
But if someone tries to rectify our mistakes, the only thing that gets hurt is our
EGO!
There are 3 kinds of losers:
1] One who thinks himself a loser even without participating.
2] One who declares himself a winner without participating.
3] One who participates and loses.
Only the third kind can win ever again.
2013:
The sum of last two digits is square of first two digits.
The sum of first three digits is equal to the fourth digit.
The sum of non zero digits is equal to the multiplication of the non zero digits.
The subtraction of third digit from the fourth gives the addition of first two digits.
Four years ago, I was the student and Dipankar Sir was my project guide.
Today I was the guide and Dipika was the student.
She fared far better than what I did in my viva!
It's not One sided!
It's Lopsided!
@RR vs MI

U have to derail ur mind to board Chennai Express!
Gayle storm today graduated to Gayle Tornado!
Ashwin opening the BATTING for CSK.
It seems CSK wants to provide 1 Lakh rupees Star Plus gift voucher to him for
the most innovative idea.
1> Sab kuchh karna Rayudu ka ego hurt nahi karna!
2> Team ka sabse bada BEHRA, Ashish Nehra
3> Ambani's son comes in which vehicle?
Dardnak Delhi ki Dardnak kahani continues!
A cat has 9 lives.
Yousuf Pathan has 999.
(If U don't believe me check the number on his shirt)
What a night it was!!!
Both of us were super excited for our first holidays. But Railways had other
plans. They re-routed our train. So we cancelled our tickets. Bought General
tickets. Boarded Darjeeling Mail. Adjusted with the TTE, got a berth to sleep and
now are on our way.
Should I call it scary, adventurous or mystically romantic !!!!
Back to Maharashtra.
Neither I nor my mobile will be in roaming for quite a few months to come.
If Mr. Modi becomes the PM next year,
Fafda and Khakra will replace Pizza and Pasta.
Everyone to the seasoned politicians:
AAP ne to aap sab ki laga di !!!
This might seem racist but it's the power of M S Dhoni that after Chennai
praising him for years now entire Ranchi is shouting Chennaiii..
(Biharis praising Madrasis!!! That's National Integration)

I always thought Nagpur is 2 degrees south of Tropic of Cancer.
But now it seems I was actually wrong. It is 2 degrees north of Equator. The
heavy evening torrential tropical downpour cannot be explained on any other
account!
Sachin is god; Sourav is next to god on off side; Laxman is god of fourth innings;
But when the doors of the temple are closed even the god is behind ''THE
WALL''
courtesy Abhishek Suryavanshi
So Mohammed Shami spoils CAB's Sachin Party.
Don't remember when an Indian bowler broke so many stumps!!!
Sachin's 16000 will require a superb effort from the Master though! (and a little
luck with the umpires becoming Bucknor whenever they can)
12 hours ago I was in the comforts of my home. 12 hours hence I will be in the
comforts of my in laws home.
In between I've to accept this cramped side upper to be the bed to recline upon.
If I can get at least 1 billionth of the respect, Sachin is getting, I believe will
make my life successful.
First ball fielded by Sachin and last ball played by Sachin!!!
And West Indies. Sachin ki baraat mein naachne aaye hai.
End of an era.
It's a shame that our next generation will not see the GOD batting live.
Tatkal reservation is one of the greatest leveller of the society.
Brought all and sundry to the queues outside the railway booking centre at 6
O'clock in the morning!
Tomorrow the dawn will bring the first milestone in my Marital life. Hoping for
at least 50 milestones if not more. ;)
I've no idea how time flew by this year. Time do travel fast in company of people
you love.
Love You Pinki!!!

